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During tonight’s session we will:

- **Discuss** how Crosscutting Concepts support student science learning
- **Demonstrate** how Crosscutting Concepts can help students make sense of phenomena
- **Practice** integrating Crosscutting Concepts into student performances
Student Science Performances

The NGSS and state standards aligned to the *NRC Framework for K-12 Science Education* are assessment standards. These standards describe performance expectations for sampling student learning.

Curriculum and instruction are much broader than assessment standards, however, the student performances used to direct science investigation can and should be written as **three-dimensional student performances**.
Investigation and Design at the Center

“Engaging students in learning about natural phenomena and engineering challenges via science investigation and engineering design increases their understanding of how the world works. Investigation and design are more effective for supporting student learning than traditional teaching methods.”

“Scientific Investigation” is the full endeavor of students doing science. Investigation engages students in using multiple practices, crosscutting concepts, and core ideas to develop explanations for the causes of phenomena.

Scientific Investigation is more than NGSS Practice #3, “planning and carrying out investigations.”

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering)
2. Developing and using models
3. Planning and carrying out investigations
4. Analyzing and interpreting data
5. Using mathematics and computational thinking
6. Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering)
7. Engaging in argument from evidence
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information.
The sequence of science performances in an investigation is essential to provide students with the evidence needed to construct explanations and develop arguments for how the evidence supports or refutes those explanations.

The sequence of performances begins with the phenomenon and continues to the performances students use to gather the evidence needed to support their explanations.

The **crosscutting concepts** focus the investigations.
Effective instructional sequences engage students in:

- **Observing phenomena** and developing questions.
- **Gathering** data and information (e.g., developing questions, experiments, observational studies, simulations, reading, listening, models).
- **Reasoning** how the evidence students have gathered supports or refutes an explanation for the causes of phenomena.
- **Communicate their reasoning** to self and others through writing, speaking, and models.
- Applying science learning to make sense of phenomena beyond the classroom.
1. **Patterns:** Observed patterns in nature guide organization and classification and prompt questions about relationships and causes underlying them.

2. **Cause and Effect:** Events have causes, sometimes multifaceted. Deciphering causal relationships and the mechanisms by which they are mediated is a major activity of science and engineering.

3. **Scale, Proportion, and Quantity:** In considering phenomena, it is critical to recognize what is relevant at different size, time, and energy scales, and to recognize proportional relationships between different quantities as scales change.

4. **Systems and System Models:** A system is an organized group of related objects or components: models can be used for understanding and predicting the behavior of systems.

5. **Energy and Matter:** Tracking energy and matter flows, into, out of, and within systems helps one understand their system’s behavior.

6. **Structure and Function:** The way an object is shaped or structured determines many of its properties and functions.
Organizing crosscutting concepts by how students use them to make sense of phenomena

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causality</th>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>Patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Causes and Effect</td>
<td>Systems are useful ways to describe phenomena in terms of the changes in matter, energy, and forces that affect the interaction of components of systems.</td>
<td>Patterns can be used as evidence to support explanations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure and Function</td>
<td></td>
<td>Patterns give observation greater meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Science seeks causes of naturally occurring patterns.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The things we study in science have causes. The causes can be described in terms of cause and effect or how the structure determines the function.

Energy and Matter Stability and Change Scale – Proportion – Quantity

The proportion of components in a system affect how the system operates. Systems may operate differently at different scales or quantities of components.

Patterns
Crosscutting Concept Focus Investigations

Crosscutting concepts are useful for focusing the investigation of phenomena occurring within and among systems.

- **Focus** investigation on causality of phenomena
  - Determine how structure affects the function of phenomena. Determine the causes of phenomena.

- **Focus** investigation on phenomena occurring in systems.
  - The cycling of matter among systems.
  - The flow of energy among systems.
  - The proportion of components in the system.
  - Stability or changes in systems.
Using Crosscutting Concepts to Focus Student Performances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct an explanation for why few organisms live in the Great Salt Lake.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investigate how roots work to help plants live.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct an explanation for how sunlight speeds up a chemical reaction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Using Crosscutting Concepts to Focus Student Performances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct an explanation for why few organisms live in the Great Salt Lake.</th>
<th>Construct an explanation for how the proportion of salt in the water affects the diversity of organisms living in the Great Salt Lake.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investigate how roots work to help plants live.</td>
<td>Investigate how the structure of roots functions to help plants live.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct an explanation for how sunlight speeds up a chemical reaction.</td>
<td>Construct an explanation for how the transfer of energy from sunlight affects the rate of chemical change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Adding Crosscutting Concepts to Questions

Phenomenon: Last week, I had a cut on my hand, and now it has healed.

What did you notice about the healing cut?  
What patterns of change did you observe over time as the cut healed?

Describe the layers of skin and their composition  
How do the components of the skin system interact to provide the matter needed to heal?

What are the phases of mitosis?  
How does the structure of a skin cell change to produce new cells to heal the cut?
Breakout Group Activity:

**Phenomenon**: Frozen fish thaw faster when sitting on the countertop than on a dishcloth.

Add crosscutting concepts to the tasks below to focus student performances.

1. **Develop questions** to investigate the phenomenon.
2. **Plan an investigation** to gather evidence to explain the phenomenon.
3. **Develop a model** to show why the ice on the countertop melts faster than the ice on a towel.
4. **Construct an explanation** for why the ice melts on the countertop faster than on the towel.
Breakout Groups Instructions (15 minutes)

1. Once in your group introduce yourself to others joining you.
2. As a team, use the Breakout Group Discussion Sheet and add crosscutting concepts to each task written to the fish thawing phenomenon in order to focus each of the performances.
3. Try using a variety of crosscutting concepts to determine how each can be used to focus the student performances.
4. Discuss the advantages of using crosscutting concepts for student learning.
Welcome Back! Let’s Share Out.

How Did the Inclusion of a Crosscutting Concept Affect the Task Description?
Phenomenon: The top of a leaf is darker than the underside.

Class Discussion: Questions to Initiate Discussion:

Q: What patterns in leaves did you observe across all of the species?
Q: How does the structure of the top side of a leaf differ from the bottom side?
Q: How is the function of the top of a leaf different from the leaf underside?
Q: What is the role of the leaves in the plant system?
Q: Why is energy input important to leaf cells?
Q: Why don’t plants run out of the matter they need for photosynthesis?
Is Two Better Than One?

• Crosscutting concepts are powerful tools to focus students’ attention on key aspects of science phenomena.

• One way to enhance the use of crosscutting concepts is to use them in pairs or couplets to focus students’ attention on causal relationships in phenomena.
Coupling Crosscutting Concepts

Examples:

1. How does the proportion of salt in the solution affect the transfer of water across the cell membrane?
2. Why can some geological changes only be observed on a time scale of millions of years?
3. What patterns were observed in the composition of dye solutions that were stable compared to the dye solutions that were unstable when each was exposed to sunlight?
4. How does changing the concentration of lead in the water affect the proportion of large fish in the population?
Resources for Crosscutting Concepts

- **Appendix G of the Next Generation Science Standards** - Developed to provide deeper insight behind the crosscutting concepts this appendix includes nine guiding principles and tentative learning progressions across K–12.

- **Using Crosscutting Concepts to Prompt Student Responses** - This pdf document provides guidance on how to use “prompts structured around the crosscutting concepts” to support student sensemaking.
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